
PART II

ROMAN TOWN HOUSE EXCAVATIONS,
1958-1967

Insula IX
Insula XX
Insula XXV

Insula VII

Bingham Hall Gardens, 1958
Ashcroft House, 1964
Abbey Grounds, 1964-6

Watermoor School, 1967

Mary Rennie
John Wacher
David Brown, Alan McWhirr and John
Wacher
David Brown

The names given above are those of the directors of excavations.

The opportunity has been taken to include in this report other excavations which have provided
information about town houses in Cirencester. It has not been possible to include all excavations
carried out over the past twenty years which have revealed houses, but these are listed in the
Gazetteer which forms part III of this volume. In addition to excavated sites the Gazetteer also
contains details of all houses which have been found in Cirencester, some details of which have
never appeared in print before.

BINGHAM HALL GARDENS

INSULA IX

INTRODUCTION

The remains of a series of buildings have been found in this insula at various times. In some cases
there is only a passing reference to a mosaic or tessellated pavement, but on other occasions there
are more detailed records of the discoveries and in one case the result of an excavation carried out
in 1958. The Ordnance survey has marked on the 1875 edition of the 1/500 survey of Cirencestcr
three tessellated pavements in insula IX (fig. 114) and Haverfield has listed three tessellated and
one mosaic pavement at The Firs, Victoria Road (Haverfield 1917, 177-9). The Firs in the
nineteenth century had a much bigger garden than it has today. Part was lost when King Street
was constructed in 1904 and it is possible that those floors marked south of King Street when it
was eventually constructed are the same as those listed by Haverfield under The Firs. It is more
than likely that the floors noted by the O. S. and Haverfield are the same, although there is a
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115. Areas excavated in 1908 and 1929

discrepancy in the dates of discovery. The Firs is now occupied by the Thames Water Authority
and has regrettably lost it original name. It stands on the northern corner of the junction of
Victoria Road and King Street.

When work commenced on the construction of Bingham Hall in 1908 part of a Roman
building was uncovered (IX,3) and appears to have been planned at the time of the discovery, but
the name of the surveyor is unknown, The details of what was found were included in a plan
drawn later and which still survives. Also found at the same time, but to the west of the building
was a Roman street, Ermin Street. This seems to have been located in two places giving an
approximate north-south alignment. The building, road and other 1908 discoveries made further
west in King Street, were plotted onto a plan when part of a Roman mosaic pavement was found
in 1929 in the garden to the north-east of Bingham Hall and which was formerly part of the
garden of The Firs, The archaeological work was undertaken by Messrs EiC. Sewell and Hugh
Adarnthwaitc and they produced a composite plan of the 1908 and 1929 discoveries (fig. 115),
Sewell was curator of the Museum from 1912 until 1932.

They found a small panel of mosaic and what they refer to as a 'warm air passage about 10ft
long' (fig. 116). The same garden was excavated by Miss Mary Rennie on behalf of the Ministry
of Works in 1958 prior to the construction of bungalows on the vacant plot at the corner of King
Street and Victoria Road. The results of those excavations were handed over to the Cirencester
Excavation Committee by Miss Rennie who had at that time completed about 90% of the final
report. Additions have been made to that report by various members of the post-excavation team
but the bulk of the report which now follows remains the work of Miss Rennie,
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EXCAVATIONS IN THE BINGHAM HALL GARDENS, 1958

by

Miss Mary Rennie

As it was intended to build four bungalows upon this site which lies in the angle of King Street
and Victoria Road, the Ancient Monuments Inspectorate of the Ministry of Works arranged that
an exploratory excavation should be carried out before building work began. The extent of the
work which could be undertaken was limited to areas upon which buildings were not to be
erected, was confined to a period of five weeks in November and December of 1958 and was
hampered to some extent by bad weather (fig. 117).
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AREA A

CIRENCESTER EXCAVATJONS JJI

Work was begun by digging trial trenches at the westward end of the site (area A). These proved
unproductive of any structural features apart from a piece of walling of rather poor masonry held
together with yellow mortar, possibly a boundary wall (trenches 6 and 7). ln the first trench
opened (trench 1) the writer observed that a human skeleton lay just below the surface of a layer
of soft greyish soil underlying the humus. The excavation of this skeleton was postponed in the
hope of improved weather conditions and possibly some voluntary labour, but subsequent
developments prevented this being carried out.

AREA B

Meanwhile, the writer's attention was drawn by the late Mr J. Real, then Custodian of the
Corinium Museum, to records in the museum which showed that in 1929 some digging had
taken place at the corner of the site bounded by the Bingham Hall and King Street. Walling had
been found and a piece of mosaic pavement of which a drawing had been made (see above and
figs. 115 and 116). It was therefore decided to examine this end of the site next. Work in the area
was much restricted by the existence of a row of apple trees and of a pump, but excavation
revealed part of an octagonal room, integrated at the south-west corner with a building
containing an apse (figs. 118 and 119). The inner octagon was contained within an outer stretch
of polygonal walling, part of which enclosed the furnace chamber for its hypocaust and part of
which was floored with mosaic and may have formed a passageway. The walls, free built and
bonded with yellow mortar, were set just below the top of the natural gravel. The walling
supporting the floor in the octagon was rather rough, but the actual walls of the building, where
visible, were beautifully pointed, trowel marks being visible.

The inner octagon had a hypocaust with floor supports formed by stretches ofstone walling set
upon a rubble floor, pierced at intervals to allow the circulation of heat. That the floor of the
room, little of which remained, had been tessellated, could be deduced from a small patch of
white tesserae resting upon a larger area of 0P"S signilllll1l (fig. 120). The 0P"S S(Rlli,lIIl1l was
supported upon a layer of irregularly-shaped flagstones set so as to overlap one another. The flue
in the east corner bringing hot air from the furnace into the octagon had corbelled arches ofbrick,
both at the stokehole and at the inner end, but slight indications at the inner end suggested that
there was a relieving arch of stone above these. A burnt layer was found at the bottom of the
hypocaust, but the heat does not seem to have been sufficiently intense to have affected the stone.
The crumbly state of the brick at the stokehole end may have been due to some other cause.

A spread of 0P"S Sigllilllll1l overlying the north-east wall of the octagon was an indication of a
threshold leading into a small room between the inner octagon and the outer polygon, possibly a
passageway. The wall between this passage and the stokehole was splayed to avoid an awkward
angle. The passage had a tessellated floor of which enough could be seen to make it clear that this
was the mosaic uncovered in 1929.

The apse in the south-west corner of the building had its wall rendered in pink cement and had
had brick pilae to support the floor. The mortar surface on which the pilae rested was at a higher
level than the surface on which the stretches of walling in the octagon were set. In Period I of the
building it would appear that this hypocaust received heat from some other source than the
stokehole providing the heat for the octagonal room.

In Period 1 of the building the stokehole had served to heat only the octagonal room. At this
period its doorway did not occupy the position of the later doorway on the north-east side, but
may perhaps have been on the east side where little of the exterior wall of the polygon was
uncovered. In Period 2 the wall of the apse was broken through for the insertion of a brick-built
flue leading out of the stokehole to serve the hypocaust of the apsed room, and a stone blocking
inserted between this and the south-east curve of the apse. The floor of the apsed room must have
been almost level with the present ground surface, as the top of the flue arch, actually missing,
can have been very little below it. The bricks of the flue showed that heat had been intense, as
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121. Detail of outer stone-lined tlue, with brick pilae in background, Area IJ
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they were blackened and cru mbling, and the walls of the apse also indicated subjec tion to great
heat.

At some point of time, shown on the plan (fig. 11 8) as Period 3 (although it wo uld seem not
impossible that the alterations assigned to Period 2 and Period 3 were in fact contemporary ) the
upp er part of an exterio r butt ress built in one and bonded in wi th the external wall of the
stokehole was pulled away, after which the wall had not been rcfaced. O n either side of this
buttress the surface o f the wall had been rend ered with hard pinkish cement. The removal of the
buttress allowed for the makin g of a doorway. At a later date (Period 4) a new threshold had been
laid in the doorway, over a layer of dark ash and at the same time the doorw ay itself had been
narrowed. There was some indication that this narrower doorway was set at a slant. Possibly
contemporary with the rebui lding of the doorway and assigned also to Period 4 was the
extension of the tlue serving the apsed room (fig. 121). Very large stones of slightly curv ing
profile bonded with clay materials also sho wing the effects of intense heat, were used to form this
extension whi ch, blocking as it did . the tlue leading into the octago n. implies that in this period
the hypocaust in the oc tago nal room was no longer in use. Near the east corner the sto keho le
wall was pierced by an irregular opening of uncert ain purpose. T he bottom of this was two
courses below the earlier threshold and about one course above the surface of the external yard.

Finds o f stone slates and pieces of stone ridging wer e a clue to the const ruction of the roof of
this building which appears to have been one of some architectural pretensions. The doorway
opened out into what seems to have been a yard, bounded by a wall to the east. The grou nd level
had been made up wi th a thick layer of stone and gravel whi ch had a compacted surface as tho ugh
trod den firm . A channel, about 30 ems wide, dipping below the surface of the yard followed the
line of the extern al wall of the building and may have collected water dripping from the eaves.
Immediately upon the sur face of the yard the re was a thin black layer, and above this there had
accum ulated a thickish layer of grey silt- like soil , ove rlain just over the point at which the
buttress was dismantled, by a spread of mor tar which must be connected with the making of the
doorway. It is likely that this layer represen ts the gradual rise in the level of the yard over a
considerable period.
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The fact that the stokehole was completely filled with layers of burnt mailer and that a thick
black layer, which gradually thinned out further away from the building, covered the whole yard
and underlay a layer largely made up of building stones and loose mortar which must have
resulted from the final robbing of the structure, leads one to question whether a fire, either,
accidental or an act of deliberate destruction, may not have put an end to this building.

AREA C

Trenching in the space between Areas A and B (i.e. Area C, fig. 117) uncovered part of the
foundations of a room (more likely two rooms, Ed.) with hypocaust, having two small apses on
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the south-west side, the floor ofwhich was supported on brick pilaf (fig. 122). Box tiles were still
in position in the walls of the apses and what looked like the end of a brick-built flue projected
from the wall of the trench on the south-east side. A stretch of walling below floor level divided
the room centrally. It was interrupted to allow the passage of hot air and had been finished with
brick on either side of one of the channels so formed. The hypocaust had evidently undergone
alterations by the insertion of stretches of walling composed of irregularly shaped stones bonded
with clay (in appearance reminiscent of the extension of the flue into the apse in Area B) which
took the place of some pilae. The building extended to the north-west of this room, one
north-west/south-east wall in trenches 1 and 2 being of one build with walls of the apsed room.
Time did not permit of a full exploration of this area or the elucidation of the alterations plainly
undergone by this building, though it seems likely that the walling forming part of an inner
rectangular structure in trenches 1 and 2 enclosed within part of an outer rectangle had gone out
of use by the time the outer walls were constructed, as a red sandy layer overlying one of the
inner walls in trench 2 is interrupted by the robber trench of one of the outer walls (see section
fig. 123). The second north-west/south-east wall in trench 4 was bonded with the same
ginger-coloured mortar as had been used in the walling of the apsed room and in the
north-west/south-east wall in trenches 1 and 2, so is likely perhaps to have been of the same
building period.

Small apses in rooms heated by a pillared hypocaust, such as occurred upon this site both in
Area A and Area C, are ve~y suggestive of a bath building, but such a very small part of the
structure was examined that this is not susceptible of proof. The small size of the rooms would
indicate that if this were so, the baths would have been attached to a private house rather than
comprising a public building.
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THE MOSAIC FORM THE BINGHAM HALL

by

Dr. D.]. Smith

This mosaic (fig. 116) is recorded in a coloured drawing preserved in the Corinium Museum,
which represents it at a scale of 1 in. to 1ft.' The caption to this drawing states that the mosaic
was 'uncovered by Messrs E.C. Sewell and Hugh Adamthwaite ... and carefully covered in
again after being measured, sketched and photographed, 27th September 1929'. The museum,
however, does not hold the photographs(s}. (Editorial Note: the northern three feet of this
drawing is a reconstruction based on what was found).

The drawing is presumably based on the sketch(es}. It shows a rectangular panel of mosaic,
measuring 7 ft. 4 in. by 2ft. 8 in. (2.23 by 0.81m), lying north-west/south-east with its
north-west end cut by the wall dividing the garden of the Hall (formerly 'The Firs') from King
Street (formerly Bingham Street). The north corner of the panel must have extended 7-8 in.
beyond the wall. The panel itself is set in a pattern of closely drawn parallel lines. These
presumably represent rows of tesserae forming a plain surround. If so, it appears that the panel
was outlined by a band, three rcsserae wide, of blue tcsscrae (doubtless the well-known rcsserac
ofgreyish blue Lias Limestone). Within this outline, on a white background (no doubt of tcsscrac
of oolitic limestone), was depicted a central pelta-form motif, the outer points of which were
developed on either side into a spiral terminating in the centre with a small and simple flower in
profile - a 'calix' - turned towards the adjacent end of the panel. The spirals and the two leaves
descending from them on both sides of the central motif were in blue and the central motif itself
and the calices were outlined in blue. Within their outline the flowers were white at their rounded
end, banded in brown or yellow (sandstone tesserae) across the middle, and red (tile tcsscrae) at
their open end. The central motif, however, was much more complex. Within its blue outline the
peIta comprised a central white triangle and surrounding bands of blue, white, brown/yellow,
and red, and its convex curves each embraced a heart, forming a pelta-form interspace. Both
hearts were outlined in blue and coloured white at the top, brown/yellow across the middle, and
red below.

The absence of a guilloche border is noteworthy, though not necessarily significant, and the
decoration is unusual for a mosaic of the proportions of this panel; but it is clear from the drawing
that the panel was not part ofa larger mosaic. Its decoration would hardly merit comment were it
not for the central motif. It is perhaps safe to assert that this particular combination of a pelta and
a pair of hearts is as yet unrecorded elsewhere'> Nevertheless, its character is such as to suggest a
date in the fourth century.

DISCUSSION (ADM)

The remains of the mosaic uncovered in 1929 and again in 1958 are some 12.5m (35ft) from the
building found in 1908 and so it is impossible to say whether they belong to the same structure.
For the time being they are being treated as separate buildings and have been numbered
accordingly, IX,3 for the 1908 remains and IX,4 for the 1929/1958 discoveries.

1 I am grateful to Mr McWhirr and Mrs L. Viner for data relating to this mosaic.
2 The statement by Mrs A. Rainey, Mosaics in Reman Britain (1973), 49, no. IS, b, that 'an identical geometric device

decorates a perspective box at Halstock in Dorset', must refer not to the entire motif but only to the hearts. each
with a superimposed pelta. These alone have an analogy at Halsrock in the mosaic of room 1 (south-cast corner) sec
Britannia 111 (1972), Pl. XXV. I am indebted to Mr R.N. Lucas. excavator of the Haistock villa, for confirming this
point. It may be worth adding that this mosaic is attributable to the Corinium Saltire School, the activities of which
seem most probably to fall in the second quarter of the fourth century: sec D.J. Smith in R. Farioli Carupanati (cd),
1/ Moscico Am;ca (Ravenna, 1984), pp. 368-9, 373.
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Building IX,3 appears to be facing Ermin Street which is 14m (46 ft) to the west and apparently
on a slightly different alignment, although this is almost certainly due to the fact that the true
edges of the street were not found. When the plan of the building is plotted onto a large scale plan
it fits well into the south corner of insula IX. Little can be said about the function of this building,
other than that some of the rooms were heated and a possible north-west/south-east corridor can
be identified. It is tempting to interpret the overall plan of these foundations as a winged corridor
building similar in plan, perhaps, to XII,2 (page 45). Whatever the overall plan there is nothing
to indicate that we are dealing with anything other than a house.

Because of the distances between the areas excavated in 1958 it is not possible to link the
structural remains found in Area B with those found in Area C, although there is a strong
possibility that they do belong together. The structure on site C is part of a small bath suite, but
the interpretation of the octagonal structure on site B presents a problem. As Miss Rennie points
out in her report the final plan represents a series of modifications to an original structure and this
makes interpretation difficult. The central part of the octagon contained a hypocaust and the plan
of the 1929 discoveries shows a 3m long warm air passage and a small piece of mosaic. If the
mosaic found by Miss Rennie was the same piece as uncovered in 1929, as seems most likely,
then the warm air passage must be one of the underfloor hypocaust flues in the octagon room, the
largest of which measures about Sm.

THE FINDS AND POTTERY CATALOGUE

Each object or Ilherd of pottery recovered from the 8i te was
II.sIigned II. context and record number: context code, for
example B 2 3 _ site a, trench 2, layer 3, and record number
cn/s a/r-n.

The Coins

COins lire listed in chronologie""l order within context
sequence, All LderrtLf Lce t.Lons have been supplied by Richard
Reece.

40mm. a)) (Ca/58/37).

10. Ox-goad. II 7 1 lCB/58/2)).

11. Half-moon sheet with small looped hook at one end, the
other end splayed but now broken. C 1 8 ICB/SS/97).

Unidentifiable fragments of iron sheet and wire from B
ICa/50/59); C 1 8 (Ca/S9/971; C 5 + (Ca/sa/91); a
lca/50/65) and C 3 ... ICa/59/116).

~
... 7 2 (CB!S8129)
II B 1 (Ca/SB/211
B 3 1 (CB/S81301

B (CS/58/321
B {ca/Sa/37)
B Ica/so/7S)

B tca/SO/58)
B (Ca/Sa/51)
B ICB/5B/64)

(CB!58/63A)
ICa/S8/63s)

c (ea/SO/BII
c Ica/58/6B)
C (ea/so/OS)

Identification
Constantinopolis, A.D. 330-37. HK 59
Radiate ..... 0. 250-96
Possibly barbarous copy of Victory on
Pro........ O. 330
?Constantine I, A.D. 330-60
Constans, A.D. 341-46
?Tetricus I ..... 0. 270-90 ltop of
stokehole)
Theodora. A.D. 330-341
Valentinian I 0. 364-375
Constantius 0. 346-354
?Securitas Reipublicae. A.D. 364-378
House of Theodosiua, A.D. )88-)96
Radiate head, A.D. 250-290
Cone t e nt Lue ..... 0. 337-)41
ccnetent Lnue , A.D. 330-5

Object of Bone

12. Pin point only. aurviving length 26mm. A 7 3 ICa/50/47).

~

Four samples were catalogued: B 7 Ica/50/70): a 8 2
(Ca/50/7l); C 2 ICa/SO/l06) and A) Ica/S8/5). "'nalysis
was not undertaken.

Objects of Shale

13. Fig. 124. Spindlcwhorl. C 5 2 (Ca/5S/S)).

14. Bracelet of D-scction. C) (Ca/5S/114).

Obiects of Fired Clay

IS. Spindlewhorl, dhmeter 30mm, 6mm thicle. II 2 1 ICB/SO/9).

Objects of Copper Alloy

1. Rectangular eheet fragment with central perforation, and
lightly incised lattice decoration. a 8 2 (Ca/58/71).

2. Thin sheet metal with embossed decoration of cranes and
.wags. Modern decorative feature to a piece of furniture.
C 5 2 ICa/58/82).

3. Ring, diaJJeter 201llIll. a 3 I (Ca/5e/28).

4. Fig. 124 ?Hedieval. Unstratified (Ca/50/3).

5. Dumb-bell shaped object; one end bearing a
square-sectioned tang, the other hollowed to a depth of
9.m to receive a square-sectioned tang. e 5 tca/58/92).

Objects of Iron

6. Head of split-spike loop. B 2 ICa/50/62).

7. T-etaple. arms of c Lr cu Le r section. a 5 5 lea/50/57).

e. Square-headed bolt/nail, with rectangular lIhank. a 1
ICB/50/741.

9. Round-headed nail, circular-section ahank, diameter of head

16. Two t es ae r ...e , en ...ped from tile fragTtlents, .£..:. 20mm equare ,
C 1 0 lCB/5B/97).

Objects of Stone

17. Worked disc of sandstone, roughly-shaped,...£.:. 100mm in
di.'lllleter. C 1 4 Ica/59/95).

18. Whetstone fragment. C 1 8 (CB/58/97).

Object of Glass

19. Counter, of white glass with domed upper surface. diameter
20mm. B 7 5 I CB/58/66).

wall Plaster

TwO fragTtlents from A 5 2 (Ca/58/26): one piece illustrating
juxtaposed red and white panels; the second auggeBting a
yellow panel enclosod within an angled border of white with a
red eurround.

Vassel and Window Glass
by the late DOrothy Charlesworth

veseer Glass:
Bottle gl...aa of Hrat-second century date from A 2
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13

124. Copper alloy no. 4, and shale no. 13 (scale 1:1)

r-
8

5

2

125. l'ortery, 110S. 1-8 (scale 1:4)

Probably shoulder of cy Lfnd.rLce I bottle, third eeneuey • A 7
leB/58/Hl.

Ice/safah B 3 15 (CB/58/50); A 5 2 (Ce/S8/H); A 2
(CB!56!26)1 A 8 1 (CB!58/25); B 2 2 (Ce/58/3II; and C 5
(CB/58/94).

Tip of rim of plate. in colourless gl118S, first-second
century, A 5 2 (Ce/58/26).

Post-Roman, A 2
rCB/Sa/S61.

ICB/sa/3); and bftee of goblet C 6 2

Rounded, thiCkened rim of bowl
century, A 7 1 (Ce!5a/46).

with two cut lines, probably
from Crundale in Liverpool

from B 2 2 (CB/58/Jl) 1 B J 3 ICe/Sa/3g I JP.!lrt of
similar
Museum.

<he
to •
C , ,

side of a beaker
complete example

(CB/58/96).

or beaker. Second-third Window Glass:
First-second century
(Ce/58/65) .
Third-fourth century
and A 2 8 ICB/Sa/191.

from 11 (CB/58/26) lind B

unidentified bllse. B 7 a (CB/sanO).

Fr.!lgments of indented beaker. yellowish-qreen colour suqqests
reee Roman. Jr,. 2 1 (ce/Sa!3); and A 9 1 (Ce/58176).

Rim fragment, colourless with striations. probably late Roman.
a a 2 (ca/Sa/E i .

Part of conical body of flaqon, ~ A.D. 70-150.
lCB/5B/26l.

A 5 2 Inhumation Burial

Burial Gazetteer no. 5007 (Ilddendum to McWhirr ~ 1982,
205-207) .

~~:t 5;;~o:rc~~~e ~~~~;~: 1l0~um:n ~~~~~to~fins~~inc~r:yl;hl~~~I
underlying the humus. Further exc~v~tion was not carried out
and the burial ....as left~

Several burials have been recorded from within the nomen town
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defences. Burial 5004 (McWhite et al. 1982, fiche 5/5 004) in
fact was discovered in the digging-or-Il cable trench in nearby
Church Street. Precise dating evidence was not obtained for
ei thee burial.

The Pottery

by

Janet Keely

The pottery f l Iua t r e t ed from the Bingham Hall site (fig. 125)
does not inclUde IIny material of stratigraphic importance aB
there were few draw<'lble s be r ds from construction levels. Each
sherd had been marked with a site lind number code and these
are listed together with the corresponding context code.

I. C 2 a-II. ponibly floor make-up (CB/58!106l. Fabric 122.
Buff micaceous ware with black burnished surfaces. Dating
unce r ted n ,

2. B 3 2, (1), above destruction layer 4 ICa/S8/)5). Fabric
91. Brown painted decoration on flange.

Mrs. Ie flartley writes: The rim profile is very unusual and
re either a variant of a small hammer-head form or the potter
has used a segmental bowl rim profile and added trituration.
Such bowls were made throughout most, if not all the
production period in the same fabric as the mortaria and the
profiles can be similar. This one cannot be dated closely but
it can be attributed with reasonllble certainty to the third or
fourth centuries.

3. B 7 6, surface of yllrd make-up (CB/S8/67). Fabric 74.
fland-mllde. Handle at flange.

4. Probably C (CB/S8/+). Fabric 149. Green lead glaze
applied to the interior masking trituration grits.

Mrs. K. Hartley writes: The bead has been brOken and turned
out over the flange to form the spout. This is only the third
lead-glazed mortarium to be recorded in Britain, the othere
being from Richborough lunpublished) and Caistor-by-Yarmouth
(Arthur &- Williams 1978, 394-5 and 1981, 481-510). They arc
ccrascn only in the Danubian provinces of Pannonia, Raetia and
Noricum and north-east Italy. The ne jor production was
probably in Pannonia though kilns arc known elsewhere
including north-east Itllly. These ncr earre are late product8,
almost certainly not made before the third century and much
more common in the fourth century; production continued in
the fifth and sixth centuries. The likelihood is that the
Bingham Hall mortarium is of fourth century date.

S. B 3 12R, bottom of stokehole (CB/S8/110). Fabric 88.
Bead-turned spout. Second or third century.

6. a I, bottom of brick flue ICa/Sa/73). Fabric 83. Beaker
as Young type C27; white painted decoration.

7. B 2 3, upper filling of hypocaust channel lCa/Sa/S2).
Fabric 74. with obtuse lattice decoration. Fabric is grey
rather than black which is chllrllcteristic of many
typologically late B.B.1 vessels from CircnccsteT.

a. C 5, rubbish layer lCB/58/92). Fabric? 138.
Grog-tempered fabric; overfired wi th er eckenee exterior
surfaces.

ASHCROFT HOUSE 1964 - BUILDING XX,2

Excavations directed by John Wacher, report edited by Janet Keely

INTRODUCTION

In 1964 rescue excavations in advance of building work were conducted by Mr John Wacher in
the gardens of Ashcroft House, Lewis Lane, on behalf of the Cirencester Excavation Committee
with funds granted by the Ministry of Public Building and Works (fig. 126). Work on the site
was supervised by Elizabeth Dowman and the site coded BE. Two trenches were opened and the
topsoil removed by machine. Trench I in the southern part of the site was later divided into
trenches VIll to XI (Area 1 below), while trench II to the north was split into trenches III to VI
(Area 2 below) (fig. 127). Trench VII was a small test hole unrelated to the other areas. In the
limited time available complete excavation of the structures found was not possible.

AREA 1

In the first trench opened the area uncovered was found to be criss-crossed by a series of robber
trenches and pits. The robbed-out walls appeared to represent rooms and one or two corridors
inside a building of unknown dimensions. Sections crossed all rooms and extended beyond the
building into what is assumed to be a yard area to the east.

The entire site seems to have been covered in gravel prior to construction work as this was
found above natural in all areas. All wall construction trenches had been obliterated by
subsequent robbing, but it seems likely that they were cut into natural. A mortar floor with stone
rubble base was seen in the northern rooms of trenches VIll and IX and the southern room of
trench IX had a cobbled floor with a similar stone base. These floors were replaced at least once
by similar materials although the sequence in the northern room in IX was truncated by later
disturbance. The narrow room, trench X, had been rcfloored more often, the earliest gravel floor
being replaced by one of mortar, then concrete to be followed by gravel again and finally
cobbles. This was probably due to heavy wear caused by more frequent use which strongly


